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1. Introduction
Anm-by-nmatrix A is called TPk (totally positive k-by-k) if every minor of size at most k is positive.
If k = min{m, n}, the matrix is simply called TP (totally positive). A partial matrix is one in which
some of the entries are specified while the remaining, unspecified, entries are free to be chosen. A
completion of a partial matrix is a choice of values for the unspecified entries resulting in a conven-
tional matrix. A TPk-completion of a partial matrix P is a completion of P such that the result is a TPk
matrix.
The TPk-completion problem asks which partial matrices have a TPk-completion. In this paper, the
pattern of specified entries is considered, that is, the arrangement of the specified entries. An obvious
necessary condition for TPk-completability is that every -by- fully specified submatrix has a positive
determinant, for  = 1, . . . , k. Matrices satisfying this condition are called partial TPk . A pattern is
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Fig. 1. (a) A shape S represented as the shaded subset of the cells of a matrix. (b) A shape A[S] formed by associating integers to each
(i, j) ∈ S . (c) A square subshape (submatrix) A[{−1, 2} × {5, 7}] of A[S]. The determinant of this square subshape is a 2 by2 minor
of A[S] with value −18.
called TPk-completable if this condition is also sufficient for any matrix with that pattern. In other
words, a patternP is TPk-completable if every partial TPk matrix with patternP has a TPk-completion.
We are particularly interested in TP2-completable patterns.
A series of intersecting horizontal and vertical axes in the plane forms a grid and its cells. By a
shape we mean an arbitrary subset of the cells of a grid. Following the matrix notations, a horizontal
set of cells in a shape S is called a row and a vertical set of cells in S is called a column of S . A shape
with m rows and n columns is said to be of dimension m-by-n. If the number of rows or columns
of a shape S is not finitely many, then S is said to be infinite dimensional. We allow the rows and
columns of a shape to be labeled fromZ. Thus a shapemay be identifiedwith an index set S of distinct
ordered pairs (i, j) ∈ Z×Z. For example, in Fig. 1(a), the shaded cells in the 4-by-5matrix constitute a
shape with S = {(−1, 4), (−1, 5), (−1, 6), (−1, 7), (0, 5), (0, 6), (1, 5), (1, 6), (2, 3), (2, 5),
(2, 7)}.
Typically, we associate a shape S with a field F, and each cell (i, j) ∈ S with a value aij ∈ F as
shown in Fig. 1(b), writing A[S] = {aij}. We will call the resulting object a shape as well. A shape is
rectangular if its index set can be written as S = I × J for some sets I, J ⊂ Z. If, in addition, |I| = |J|,
the shape is said to be square. A shape S ′ is a subshape of S if S ′ ⊂ S , and a shape A[S ′] is a subshape
of B[S] if S ′ ⊂ S and aij = bij for all (i, j) ∈ S ′.
Note that a traditional matrix is a rectangular shape, and that the notion of a rectangular subshape
corresponds exactly with that of a submatrix. As such, we may refer to a rectangular subshape as a
submatrix. We have chosen notation with every effort to extend that already accepted for matrices.
Given amatrix A, for instance, it is traditional to denote the submatrix indexed by rows α and columns
β by A[α, β]. This notation can only refer to a submatrix and not a more general shape, so we use the
similar notation A[α × β] to refer to that submatrix, allowing us to speak of more general subshapes
as A[S] for a more general index set S .
In this way, the notions of TPk may be extended to shapes by simply thinking of an -by- minor
as the determinant of an -by- square submatrix such as that in Fig. 1(c). The notions of a partial
shape and pattern shape extend from matrices in the natural way, and we may therefore consider
TPk-completability in shapes.
A contiguous submatrix M of a shape S is a submatrix whose rows and columns are indexed by
consecutive integers. A shape S is called TPk-contiguous, denoted by TPkC, if its -by- contiguous
submatrices have positive determinant for all  = 1, . . . , k. By definition, every TPk shape is also
TPkC. The following lemma shows that the converse is true in traditional matrices; see [1].
Lemma 1.1. An m-by-n matrix A is TPk if and only if it is TPk-contiguous.
For shapes, however, the analogous statement is not always true. In the next section we generalize
Lemma 1.1 under a broader notion of contiguity and characterize the shapes for which traditional
contiguity is sufficient for being TPk . In Section 3, we introduce the notions of barriers and thick-
ness, which allows us to apply these ideas to TPk-completions and completable patterns in the final
section.
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2. Relating TPk and TPkC in shapes
In this section, we consider the set of conditions sufficient for a shape to be TPk . As stated in Section
1, a matrix is TPk if and only if it is TPkC. We begin by proving an analogous result for shapes under a
broadened notion of contiguity, and conclude the section by classifying the shapes for which classical
contiguity is sufficient.
For a shape S , consider a submatrix M = I × J ⊂ S . Then M is called quasi-row-contiguous (QRC)
if min{i ∈ I} < i0 < max{i ∈ I} and i0 × J ⊂ S imply i0 ∈ I. Similarly, M is called quasi-column-
contiguous (QCC) if min{j ∈ J} < j0 < max{j ∈ J} and I × j0 ⊂ S imply j0 ∈ J. A submatrix that
is both QRC and QCC is simply called quasi-contiguous (QC). A minor is said to be quasi-contiguous if
its corresponding submatrix is quasi-contiguous. Intuitively, quasi-contiguity is the property that the
rows and columns of a submatrix, of a given size, cannot be any closer together without leaving the
shape in which the submatrix resides.
Note that all contiguous submatrices are QC. In fact, given a matrix, the set of QC submatrices is
exactly the set of contiguous submatrices. The same is not true for shapes in general. For instance,
consider the submatrix in Fig. 2(b), which is quasi-contiguous as a submatrix of the shape S in 2(a),
but not contiguous. It is important to note that the quasi-contiguity of a submatrix depends upon the
shape fromwhich it is taken. Indeed any submatrix is quasi-contiguouswhen considered as a subshape
of itself. For reference, Fig. 2(c) shows an example of a submatrix of S which is not QC, because both its
third row index and third column index could be decreased with a resulting submatrix still contained
in the shape.
This broader notion of contiguity allows us to determine a set of sufficient conditions for a shape
to be TPk . The next theoremmakes these conditions precise. Its proof, however, requires an additional
definition. For a given m-by-n shape S , there exists a minimal matrix M ⊃ S of dimension m′-by-n′.
The bulk ofS is b = m′+n′. It is important to note that the bulk of a submatrix does not always coincide
with the sumof its dimensions. For instance, the shaded submatrix in Fig. 2(b) has bulk b = 9,whereas
that shaded in 2(c) has bulk b = 10, even though these are both 3-by-3 submatrices.
Theorem 2.1. For any k ≥ 1, a shape A[S] is TPk if and only if all of its -by- quasi-contiguous minors
are positive for  = 1, . . . , k.
Proof. Necessity is immediate from the definition of TPk . To prove sufficiency, we show that for a
shape A[S] with positive QC minors, the determinant of any -by- submatrix is positive. The proof
is by induction on b, the bulk of the square submatrices. All submatrices of bulk 2 have positive
determinant, as they are contiguous, so the statement holds for b = 2. Now for b ≥ 2, suppose all
square submatrices of bulk b or less have positive determinant and consider an arbitrary submatrix
A[I × J] with |I| = |J| =  of bulk b + 1. If the submatrix I × J is QC, then det A[I × J] > 0 by
assumption. Otherwise, it fails either row or column quasi-contiguity. We assume the former; the
latter case follows from a symmetrical argument. Writing I = {i1, i2, ..., i} in increasing order, this
means that there exists i0 /∈ I such that i0 × J ⊂ S and ih < i0 < ih+1 for some 1 ≤ h ≤  − 1.
Consider an (+ 1)-by-matrix Bwhose entries are those of A[{i1, . . . , ih, i0, ih+1, . . . , i} × J]. Any
contiguous square submatrix of B corresponds to a submatrix of A[S]with bulk b or less. Theseminors
Fig. 2. This figure depicts a shape S in (a). The shaded cells in (b) and (c) constitute 3-by-3 submatrices of S . The submatrix in (b) is
quasi-contiguous, while that in (c) is not as it fails both quasi-row-contiguity and quasi-column-contiguity. The bulk of S is b = 10.
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are positive by the inductive hypothesis, and since TPkC implies TPk inmatrices (Lemma1.1), allminors
of B are positive. In particular, det A[I× J] = det B[{1, . . . , h, h+2, . . . , +1}×{1, . . . , }] > 0. 
Theorem 2.1 gives a set of minors sufficient for checking whether a shape is TPk . The following
theorem describes the shapes for which it is sufficient to check only contiguous minors.
Theorem 2.2. For any k ≥ 1, the set of shapes for which TPkC implies TPk is exactly the set of shapes
whose -by- quasi-contiguous minors are contiguous,  = 1, . . . , k.
Proof. Suppose S is a shape whose quasi-contiguous minors are contiguous and suppose S is TPkC.
Then in fact all of its quasi-contiguousminors arepositive (since theyare contiguous), sousingTheorem
2.1, S is TPk .
Conversely, suppose a shape S has the property that TPkC implies TPk . If k = 1 we are done, since
all 1-by-1 minors are contiguous. For k ≥ 2 wewill show that all the quasi-contiguous minors of S up
to size k-by-k are contiguous. Suppose there exists an -by-QC submatrix I× J ⊂ S , with 2 ≤  ≤ k,
which is not contiguous. Wewill find a contradiction by constructing a shape B[S] that is TPkC but not
TPk . We know that TPkC matrices exist in any dimension, so considering S as a subshape of some TPkC
matrix, we know that there exists a set of values A[S] = {aij} such that A[S] is TPkC.
There exists a quasi-contiguous 2-by-2 submatrix {i1, i2} × {j1, j2} ⊂ I × J that is not contiguous,
since otherwise, I × J is contiguous, which contradicts our assumption. Since {i1, i2} × {j1, j2} is not
contiguous, there exists either i0 with i1 < i0 < i2 or j0 with j1 < j0 < j2. Assume the former;
the latter case follows from a symmetrical argument. Since {i1, i2} × {j1, j2} is QC, we have either
(i0, j1) /∈ S or (i0, j2) /∈ S . Again without loss of generality assume the former. We now define the
shape B[S] = {bij} as follows.
For any constants c1, c2 > 0 and (i, j) ∈ S we set
bij =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
aij, if j = j1;
c1aij, if j = j1, i ≤ i1;
c2aij, if j = j1, i ≥ i2.
(1)
The contiguous minors are then affected in a predictable way. For j ≥ i, we will use the notation
{i : j} = {n ∈ Z | i ≤ n ≤ j}. Then
det B[{i3 : i4} × {j3 : j4}] =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
det A[{i3 : i4} × {j3 : j4}], if j1 /∈ {j3 : j4};
c1 det A[{i3 : i4} × {j3 : j4}], if j1 ∈ {j3 : j4} and i4 ≤ i1;
c2 det A[{i3 : i4} × {j3 : j4}], if j1 ∈ {j3 : j4} and i3 ≥ i2.
(2)
In any case, the sign of the contiguous minor is unchanged. Note that these three are the only cases
because no contiguous minor can include elements (i, j1), (i
′, j1) with i ≤ i1, i′ ≥ i2 since it would
then contain (i0, j1) /∈ S . Thus for any c1, c2 > 0, B[S] defined in this way is still in TPkC. Notice,
however, that det B[{i1, i2}× {j1, j2}] = c1ai1j1ai2j2 − c2ai2j1ai1j2 . Thus by choosing c1 and c2 properly,
this minor can be made arbitrarily negative, making B[S] TPkC but not TPk . 
Theorem 2.2 completely classifies the shapes for which TPkC implies TPk . There exists another
classification that is very useful. To illustrate it, we make a number of definitions.
A path of length η in a shape S is an ordered set of index pairs  = {(ik, jk)}ηk=1 ⊂ S such that|ik+1 − ik| + |jk+1 − jk| = 1 for all k ∈ [1, η − 1]. A path is called closed if (i1, j1) = (iη, jη). A
shape S is called path connected if for any (i1, j1), (i2, j2) ∈ S there exists a path  ⊂ S such that
(i1, j1), (i2, j2) ∈ . Finally, a shape S is Manhattan convex if it is path connected and if for any non-
negative integers k1, k2,wehave (i, j) ∈ Swhenever (i+k1, j), (i−k2, j) ∈ S or (i, j+k1), (i, j−k2) ∈
S .We consider the empty set to beManhattan convex. Fig. 3(a) shows aManhattan convex shapewhile
3(b) shows a shape that fails this condition.
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Fig. 3. This figure depicts (a) a Manhattan convex shape, and (b) a not Manhattan convex shape. The shape in (b) fails the convexity
conditions at the two pairs of shaded cells.
Theorem 2.3. For any k ≥ 2, the set of path connected shapes whose -by- quasi-contiguous minors are
contiguous, for  = 1, . . . , k, is exactly the set of Manhattan convex shapes.
Proof. We first show that in any Manhattan convex shape S , all quasi-contiguous minors are con-
tiguous. Consider an -by- quasi-contiguous submatrix of S , say I × J, with I = {i1, . . . , i}, J ={j1, . . . , j}. Since the array is Manhattan convex, (i, j1), (i, jl) ∈ S for any i1 ≤ i ≤ i. Then, applying
convexity to each of i − i1 rows, we have (i, j) ∈ S for all i1 ≤ i ≤ i and j1 ≤ j ≤ j. Therefore, for
any i with i1 < i < i (or j with j1 < j < j) we have i × J ⊂ S (I × j ⊂ S). Since I × J is QRC (QCC)
this implies that i ∈ I whenever i1 ≤ i ≤ i (j ∈ J whenever j1 ≤ j ≤ j). Thus, I × J is a contiguous
submatrix.
To complete the proof we show that any path-connected shape whose quasi-contiguous minors
are all contiguous is a Manhattan convex. It is sufficient to show that any shape that is not Manhattan
convex has a QC minor of size at most k that is not contiguous. Since we assume k ≥ 2 we can cover
all cases by showing the existence of a 2-by-2 minor of this type.
Consider therefore a path connected shape S that is not Manhattan convex. Then there exist either
(i1, j1), (i2, j1) ∈ S with (i, j1) /∈ S for all i1 + 1 ≤ i < i2, or (i1, j1), (i1, j2) ∈ S with (i1, j) /∈ S for
all j1 + 1 ≤ j < j2. Assume the former; the latter case follows by a similar argument.
By assumption, S is path connected. Let  be a path in S containing (i1, j1) and (i2, j1). The path
will at some point pass through the i1 + 1 row since i1 < i1 + 1 < i2. Since (i1 + 1, j1) /∈ I, 
contains a point (i1 + 1, j2) with j2 = j1. Therefore, starting at (i1, j1), at some point the path passes
from that column towards the j2 column, that is, there exist (i1 − δ1, j1), (i1 − δ1, j1 ± 1) ∈ ,
for some δ1 ∈ Z≥0 where the sign in j1 ± 1 is given by sign(j2 − j1). The path will reenter the
j1 column for some i ≥ i2 as well, so there exist (i2 + δ2, j1 ± 1), (i2 + δ2, j1) ∈  for some
δ2 ∈ Z≥0. Thus, {i1 − δ1, i2 + δ2} × {j1, j1 ± 1} is a 2-by-2 submatrix in  ⊂ S . If this sub-
matrix is not QRC, it can be reduced to QRC by decreasing δ1 or δ2. The submatrix will be QRC
for some non-negative δ1 and δ2 because (i, j1) /∈ S whenever i1 < i < i2 and so no such i
could have i × {j1, j1 ± 1} ⊂ S . The resulting submatrix, say M, is QCC (and hence QC) because
there cannot exist j0 strictly between j1 and j1 ± 1. However, since i2 − i1 ≥ 2, M is not contigu-
ous. 
The following corollary follows from Theorems 2.2 and 2.3.
Corollary 2.4. For any k ≥ 2, the set of path connected shapes for which TPkC implies TPk is exactly the
set of Manhattan convex shapes.
This classification offers an alternative to that given by Theorem 2.2. It is valuable because with
the additional assumption of path-connectivity (which is satisfied by most shapes we study), we
can concern ourselves with the more intuitive notion of manhattan convexity instead of examining
whether or not all QC minors are contiguous.
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Fig. 4. A Manhattan convex shape S . The shaded cells represent (a) a 3-thick chunk C , and (b) a 3-thick barrier B.
3. k-Thick chunks and barriers
This section introduces a way of splitting a shape into sup-shapes with a well defined intersection.
The theorem that concludes this section illustrates how this splitting respects the notion of total
positivity. The results in Section 4 also illustrate the value of this tool.
A k-thick chunk in a shape S is a subshape C of S such that for any contiguous -by- submatrixM
of S ,  = 1, . . . , k, the shapeM \ (M∩C) is Manhattan convex. That is, the subshape ofM obtained by
deleting the cells that lie in bothM and C isManhattan convex. For themost partwe are only concerned
with a certain class of chunks that we call barriers. To define them, we consider a decomposition of
non-path connected shapes.
Let a component of a shape S to be a path-connected subset S1 ⊂ S such that there exist no path
 ⊂ S and cells (i, j) ∈ S \ S1, (i1, j1) ∈ S1 with (i, j), (i1, j1) ∈ . Thus a component is a maximal
path-connected subset of a shape. A k-thick barrier in a shape S is a k-thick chunk B such that S \ B
consists of components S1, . . . , SnB with nB strictly greater than the number of components of S . Fig.
4(a) and 4(b) are examples of 3-thick chunk and 3-thick barrier, respectively.
Theorem 3.1. Let S be a shape whose -by- quasi-contiguous minors are contiguous, for  = 1, . . . , k
(in particular, A[S] may be any matrix or other Manhattan convex shape). Suppose that a k-thick barrier
B ⊂ S exists. Then A[S] is TPk if and only if the resulting components S1, . . . , SnB ⊂ S \ B are such that
A[Sr ∪ B] ∈ TPk for r = 1, . . . , nB.
Proof. We have necessity because every subshape of a TPk shape is TPk .
For the converse, we first show that under the stated conditions A[S] is TPkC. To do so, consider any
-by- contiguous square submatrixM ⊂ S . Now, since S = (⋃r Sr)∪ B, eitherM ⊂ Sr ∪ B for some
r or there exist (i1, j1), (i2, j2) ∈ M with (i1, j1) ∈ Sr1 , (i2, j2) ∈ Sr2 for some r1 = r2. Suppose the
latter. Then, since B is k-thick,M \ B is Manhattan convex. In particular, it is path connected, so there
exists a path  ⊂ M \ B such that (i1, j1), (i2, j2) ∈ . This, however, is a contradiction, since Sr1 and
Sr2 are different components of S \ B and thus no path in S \ B ⊃ M \ B can connect (i1, j1) ∈ Sr1 and
(i2, j2) ∈ Sr2 . Thus we must haveM ⊂ Sr ∪ B for some r. Further, det A[M] > 0 since by assumption
Sr ∪ B ∈ TPk .
Since M was an arbitrary contiguous square submatrix of size at most k, we have shown that all
contiguousminors ofA[S]up to size k are positive, soA[S] is TPkC. By assumption, all quasi-contiguous
minors up to size k are contiguous, so using Theorem 2.2, S is TPk . 
4. The TP2-completion problem for some patterns
In this section, TPk-completion for matrices are considered. In the remainder of this paper, pattern
is used for the arrangement of the specified entries of partial matrices, unless otherwise indicated.
A case for which the TPk-completability of some subpatterns implies the TPk-completability of the
original pattern is given. Moreover, an explicit combinatorial condition for a large class of patterns to
be TP2-completable is given.
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Suppose the partial shape S has a k-thick barrier of specified entries B. For a component Sr of S \ B,
we use the following notation
S′r = Sr ∪ {aij ∈ B such that ∃ apq ∈ Sr with |p − i|  k and |q − j|  k}.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose the partial shape S has a k-thick barrier of specified entries B. Let S1, S2, . . . , Sr
be the components of S \ B. Then S has a TPk-completion if and only if each S′i has a TPk-completion, for
i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
Proof. Suppose thepartial shapeShasaTPk-completion, theneverycontiguous subshape, inparticular
S′i , for i = 1, 2, . . . , r, has a TPk-completion. For the converse, suppose every S′i , i = 1, 2, . . . , r, has
a TPk-completion. Consider an arbitrary shape A[S] and let A[S′i ] be a TPk-completion for S′i . Since the
components A[S′i ] share the same specified entries of the k-thick barrier, using Theorem 3.1, they form
a TPk-completion for A[S]. Therefore, there is a TPk-completion for every shape A[S] which implies
that S is TPk-completable. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1 is for patterns. That is, if P is an m-by-n pattern with
a k-thick barrier of specified entries B and if S1, S2, . . . , Sr are the components of S \ B, then P is
TPk-completable if and only if S
′
i is TPk-completable, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
Lemma 4.2. For n  1, every pattern of size 2-by-n, is TP2-completable.
Proof. Let P be a pattern of size 2 × n and consider a partial TP2 matrix T with pattern P as follows
T =
⎛
⎝ t11 t12 . . . t1k
t21 t22 . . . t2k
⎞
⎠ ,
where the entries are either specified or unspecified. Since T is partial TP2, the specified entries are
positive. Note that a minor lying in columns j1, j2 is positive if and only if
t1j1
t2j1
>
t1j2
t2j2
. This together
with Lemma 1.1 implies that T is TP2-completable if and only if there exist values for the unspecified
entries such that
t11
t21
>
t12
t22
> . . . >
t1k
t2k
. (3)
Since every entry appears only once in the sequence of inequalities in (3), there exist values for the
unspecified entries so that the inequalities in (3) hold. This implies that, there is a TP2-completion for
T . Since T is arbitrary, the pattern P is TP2-completable. 
By a similar proof to the proof of Lemma 4.2, we can show that every pattern of size n-by-2, for
n  1, is also TP2-completable. Note that, since the largest minor in a 2-by-n matrix is 2-by-2, the
above statement is automatically implies that every 2-by-n, is TPk-completable, for k  1.
Lemma 4.3. Every pattern P of size m-by-n with only one unspecified entry is TP2-completable.
Proof. First consider an m-by-n pattern P1 in which the only unspecified entry lies in the (k, )
position with at least one of k or  in the set {1,m, n}. Using Lemmas 1.1 and 4.2, the pattern P1 is
TP2-completable. Nowconsider anm-by-npatternP inwhich the only unspecified entry is in the (k, )
position with neither k nor  in the set {1,m, n}. Therefore, there is a 3-by-3 contiguous subpattern
of P , say P2, of the following form. By repeatedly using Lemma 4.1, P is TP2-completable if and only if
P2 is TP2-completable. Let T2 be an arbitrary partial TP2 matrix with pattern P2, with specified entries
tij and unspecified entries xij .
P2 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
× × ×
× ? ×
× × ×
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ , T2 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
t11 t12 t13
t21 x22 t23
t31 t32 t33
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
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Using Lemma 1.1, T2 is TP2-completable if and only if
t12t21
t11
< x22 <
t12t23
t13
, and
t23t32
t33
< x22 <
t21t32
t31
.
Since T2 is partial TP2, t21t11 <
t23
t13
, and t23
t33
< t21
t31
, and
t12
t11
< t32
t31
, and t32
t33
< t12
t13
. Therefore, every lower
bound for x22 is less than every upper bound for it. Thus, there is a value for x22, say t22, that replacing
t22 with x22 in T2 results a TP2 matrix, which means there is a TP2-completion for T . Since T2 was
arbitrary, it implies that the pattern P2 and therefore, P is TP2-completable. 
An unspecified entry xij in a pattern P is said to be surrounded by specified entries, if every entry
pk of P , with max{|i − k|, |j − |} = 1, is specified.
Corollary 4.4. If every unspecified entry in an m-by-n pattern P is surrounded by specified entries, then
P is TP2-completable.
Proof. If min{m, n}  2, or m = n = 3, the result is implied by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. Otherwise,
eight specified entries that surround an unspecified entry form a 2-thick barrier. Using Lemma 4.1 and
induction on the number of unspecified entries, the pattern P is TP2 completable. 
Lemma 4.5. For a 3-by-n pattern P , if the set of unspecified entries lie only in the middle row, then the
pattern P is TP2-completable.
Proof. First, suppose that every entry in the middle row of P is unspecified. Consider a partial TP2
matrixT withpatternP and letT1 beobtained fromT by replacing theunspecifiedentry in theposition
(2, 1) with an arbitrary positive number. Then T1 is also a partial TP2 matrix. Using Lemma 4.3, the
unspecified entry in the position (2, n) of T1 can be specified such that the 3-by-2 submatrix of T1
lying in columns 1 and n is TP2. Suppose the resulting partial matrix is called T2, since the unspecified
entries (2, 1) and (2, n) do not complete any other 2-by-2 submatrix with three specified entries, T2
is still partial TP2. Let the pattern of T2 be P2. Thus, the pattern P is TP2-completable if and only if P2
is TP2-completable. Next, suppose that in pattern P there is a fully specified column j with j = 1, n,
then using Lemma 4.1, the pattern P is TP2-completable if and only if both of the subpatterns lying in
columns 1, 2, . . . , j − 1, j and j, j + 1, . . . , n are TP2-completable. Repeating this allows us to only
consider the pattern P that the unspecified entries are in the positions (2, 2), (2, 3), . . . , (2, n − 1)
and every other entry is specified. By Lemma 4.3, the 3-by-3 subpattern P1 = P({1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, n})
is TP2-completable. Consider a partial TP2 matrix T ′ with pattern P and suppose t22 is a value for
the (2, 2) entry that completes the 3-by-3 submatrix T ′1 = T ′({1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, n}). Since t22 does
not complete any other 2-by-2 submatrix of T ′ that involves other unspecified entries, the resulting
3-by-n matrix, T ′1 is a partial TP2 matrix. Moreover, T ′1 has exactly the same structure as T ′ with one
fewer columns with an unspecified entry than T ′. Therefore, by reduction, T ′ has a TP2-completion.
By reduction and since T ′ was arbitrary, the pattern P is TP2-completable. 
Throughout, a row or a column of a matrix (or pattern) is referred to as a line of that matrix (or
pattern). Using Lemma 4.1, if the unspecified entries of an m-by-n pattern P lie in one line, then P is
TP2-completable. This also implies that, a line can be inserted into a TP2 matrix to form a TP2 matrix
of larger size.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose pattern P contains a line  with all unspecified entries and let P ′ be obtained from
P by deleting the line . Then P is TP2-completable if and only if P ′ is TP2-completable.
Proof. Let P be TP2-completable, and suppose T ′ is a partial TP2 matrix with pattern P ′. Let T be
a partial TP2 matrix obtained from T ′ by inserting a line of fully unspecified entries in the posi-
tion . Thus, T is a partial TP2 matrix with pattern P and therefore, has a TP2-completion, say Tc .
The corresponding submatirx of Tc is a TP2-completion for T ′. Since T ′ was arbitrary, it implies that
P ′ is TP2-completable. For the converse, let P ′ be TP2-completable, and suppose T is a partial TP2
matrix with pattern P . Suppose T ′c is a TP2-completion of the corresponding submatrix of T . Using
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Lemma 4.5 and the note after Lemma 1.1, a line can be inserted to the TP2 matrix T ′c in the position
 so that the result is TP2. This is a TP2-completion for T . Since T was arbitrary, it implies that P is
TP2-completable. 
Next we show some results when the unspecified entries do not just lie in one line.
Lemma 4.7. An m-by-n pattern P with exactly two unspecified entries is TP2-completable if and only if
they do not lie in the positions (i, j), (i + 1, j + 1) with (i, j) = (1, 1), (m − 1, n − 1) or in positions
(i, j), (i − 1, j + 1) with (i, j) = (m, 1), (2, n − 1).
Proof. If the unspecified entries lie in contiguous rows and contiguous columns and not in the po-
sitions (i, j), (i + 1, j + 1) with (i, j) = (1, 1), (m − 1, n − 1) or in positions (i, j), (i − 1, j + 1)
with (i, j) = (m, 1), (2, n − 1), then the pattern contains a contiguous 3-by-3 subpattern that is
not TP2-completable, which implies that the pattern P is not TP2-completable; see [2]. Otherwise, we
consider two cases: (1) if the unspecified entries lie in contiguous rows and contiguous columns, and
they lie in one of the positions in the statement, one can show that the 3-by-3 contiguous subpattern
containing the unspecified entries is TP2-completable; see [2] for details. Therefore, using Lemma 1.1,
the patternP is TP2-completable; (2) if at least one of the rows or columns of the unspecified entries is
not contiguous, then there are two cases: (i) they lie in the same line, in which case, using Lemmas 4.5
and 1.1, the pattern is TP2-completable; (ii) they do not lie in the same line, in which case the pattern
is TP2-completable by Corollary 4.4. 
A shape pattern is said to have the corner closure (CC) property if whenever the entries (i1, j1) and
(i2, j2), with i1 = i2, j1 = j2, are unspecified, then at least one of the entries (i1, j2) or (i2, j1) is also
unspecified. Let pij denote the (i, j) entry of the patternP . For a given row i of the patternP , we denote
the column index set of the unspecified entries lying in row i by Ji, That is,
Ji = {j ∈ Z | pij is unspecified}.
Lemma4.8. ApatternP satisfies the CC property if and only if for every pair of rows r1, r2with Jr1 , Jr2 = ∅,
either Jr1 ⊆ Jr2 or Jr2 ⊆ Jr1 .
Proof. Let pattern P satisfy the CC property and suppose there are rows i1, i2 such that Jr1 , Jr2 = ∅,
Ji1  Ji2 and Ji2  Ji1 . Therefore, there exist columns j1 and j2 such that the entries in the positions
(i1, j1) and (i2, j2) are unspecified but the ones in the positions (i1, j2) and (i2, j1) are specified. This
contradicts the assumption of satisfying the CC property. For the converse, suppose P does not satisfy
the CC property. That is, there exist unspecified entries in the positions (i1, j1) and (i2, j2) such that
the entries in the positions (i1, j2) and (i2, j1) are specified. Thus, we have rows i1, i2, with Ji1 , Ji2 = ∅,
Ji1  Ji2 and Ji2  Ji1 . 
Lemma 4.9. Suppose P[S] is a pattern shape that has the CC property and contains at least two unspecified
entries. Then there exists an unspecified entry, pi0,j0 , in P[S] such that the pattern shape P′[S] obtained by
specifying pi0,j0 also satisfies the CC property.
Proof. It is enough to show the existence of an unspecified entry pi0,j0 such that whenever pi0,j and
pi,j0 are unspecified, so is pi,j . Using Lemma 4.8, there exists an index i0 such that Ji0 is nonempty and
Ji0 ⊂ Ji for any i ∈ Z with Ji nonempty. Consider (i0, j0) for a j0 ∈ Ji0 . If pi0,j is unspecified, then
j ∈ Ji0 ⊂ Ji for Ji = ∅. We are done because j ∈ Ji implies pi,j unspecified. 
Theorem 4.10. If a pattern P satisfies the CC property, then it is TP2-completable.
Proof. Suppose the patternP satisfies the CC property, and let r be a rowwith at least one unspecified
entry that is minimal with respect to the inclusion in the CC property. That is, Jr = ∅ and Jr ⊆ Jri ,
for every row ri with Jri = ∅. If row r does not have any specified entry, then the pattern consists of
some fully unspecified rows and possibly some fully specified rows. Such pattern is TP2-completable
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by the note after Lemma 4.5. So suppose that row r has at least one specified entry. Note that, for
a column j0, if the entry in the position (r, j0) of P is an unspecified entry, then every row ri with
Jri = ∅, has an unspecified entry in the position (ri, j0). We consider three possibilities; (1) there are
at least two fully specified rows rp, rq with rp < r < rq; (2) the pattern has at least one fully specified
row, say rp, and they all satisfy rp < r (or they all satisfy r < rp), (3) there is no fully specified
row. Consider a partial TP2 matrix T with pattern P . The claim is that in each case the unspecified
entries of the row r of T can be specified so that the resultingmatrix is partial TP2 and satisfies the CC
property. In case (1), suppose rows rp, rq are fully specified with rp < r < rq such that for any other
fully specified row rs, either rs < rp or rq < rs. Thus, in the contiguous submatrix of T lying in rows
rp, rp+1, rp+2, . . . , r, . . . , rq−1, rq, say T1, every column j0 with unspecified entry in the position
(r, j0) has unspecified entries in locations (rp+1, j0), (rp+2, j0), . . . , (r, j0), . . . , (rq−1, j0). There-
fore, in T1, specifying (r, j0) does not complete any 2-by-2 submatrix that involves other unspecified
entries in T1. Therefore, row r can be specified such that the resultingmatrix T ′ is partial TP2 and sat-
isfies the CC property. In case (2), suppose row rp is the fully specified rowwith rp < r (resp. r < rp)
such that for any other fully specified row rs, we have rs < rp (resp. rp < rs). By a similar method to
the part (1) and Lemma 4.2, we can show that the pattern P is TP2-completable. In case (3), there is no
restriction on the unspecified entries of row r. Therefore, they can be specified so that the resulting
matrix is still partial TP2 and satisfies the CC property. Thus, in each of the above cases, any partial TP2
matrix with pattern P has a TP2-completion, which implies the pattern is TP2-completable. 
Apattern thathas specifiedandunspecifiedentries in each line alternatively, is called a checkerboard
pattern. If the entry (1, 1) in a checkerboard pattern is specified, the pattern is called odd checkerboard
pattern, otherwise it is called even checkerboard pattern. Note that, the converse of Theorem 4.10 is not
true in general. By the following examples, both 4-by-4 checkerboard patterns are TP2-completable,
however, they do not satisfy the CC property.
Example 4.11. Consider the odd checkerboard pattern of size 4-by-4, P and the partial TP2 matrix T
with pattern P .
P =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
× ? × ?
? × ? ×
× ? × ?
? × ? ×
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, T =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
t11 x12 t13 x14
x21 t22 x23 t24
t31 x32 t33 x34
x41 t42 x43 t44
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
It can be checked that partial positive matrix T has a TP2-completion if and only if
t22t44 > t24t42, t11t33 > t13t31,
and note that partial TP2 suffices for a TP2-completion. This implies that the pattern P is TP2-
completable.
Example 4.12. Let P be the even checkerboard pattern of size 4-by-4.
P =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
? × ? ×
× ? × ?
? × ? ×
× ? × ?
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, T =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
x11 t12 x13 t14
t21 x22 t23 x24
x31 t32 x33 t34
t41 x42 t43 x44
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
It can be checked that this pattern has a TP2-completion if and only if
t21t43 > t23t41, t12t34 > t14t32,
and again partial TP2 suffices for a TP2-completion. Therefore, the even checkerboard pattern of size
4-by-4 is also TP2-completable.
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Since neither of the even nor the odd 4-by-4 checkerboard pattern satisfy the CC property, both
examples show that the converse of Theorem 4.10 is not valid. However, Theorem 4.13 shows that this
is true for a vast class of patterns.
We say an m-by-n pattern P is bordered from left, right, above, or below, if the first column, last
column, first row, or last row is fully specified, respectively. If the pattern is bordered from each side,
then it is simply called a bordered pattern. By a line of a pattern,wemean a rowor columnof the pattern.
Recall that, using Corollary 4.4, if there is a barrier of specified entries in a pattern P , then in order
to check for TP2-completability,P can be divided into patterns of smaller size, and it is enough to check
the TP2-completability of the smaller patterns. Therefore,we consider patternswith no barrier of spec-
ified entries. For a bordered pattern P , if no subpattern contains an interior k-thick barrier of specified
entries, thenP is said to have k-connected unspecified entries.We simply call such patterns k-connected.
Theorem 4.13. A m-by-n bordered 1-connected pattern P is TP2-completable if and only if it has the CC
property.
Proof. Using Lemma 4.6, it is enough to show the statement for the patterns with no fully unspecified
line. If pattern P has the CC property, using Theorem 4.10 it is TP2-completable. For the converse,
suppose an m-by-n bordered 1-connected pattern P does not have the CC property. Then, there exist
unspecified entries (i1, j1) and (i2, j2) such that the entries (i1, j2) and (i2, j1) are specified. Without
loss of generality, suppose i1 < i2 and j1 < j2. If there is a column j0 with j1 < j0 < j2 such that
the entries (i1, j0) and (i2, j0) are both specified, then the 3-by-3 subpattern P({i1, i2,m}, {j1, j0, j2})
has an interior 1-thick barrier of specified entries, which is a contradiction. Similarly, if there is a
row i0 with i1 < i0 < i2 such that the entries (i0, j1) and (i0, j2) are both specified, then the 3-
by-3 subpattern P({i1, i0, i2}, {1, j1, j2}) has an interior 1-thick barrier of specified entries, which is
a contradiction. If none of these cases hold, then we show that there is a partial TP2 matrix with
pattern P and with no TP2-completion. Suppose j1 is the first column index that has an unspeci-
fied entry in row i1, and let j2 be the first column index with j2 > j1 that has an unspecified en-
try in row i2. The 3-by-3 subpattern P1 = P({i1, i2,m}, {1, j1, j2}) is not TP2-completable. Con-
sider a partial TP2 matrix T1 with pattern P1 with no TP2-completion. We show that T1 can be ex-
tended to a partial TP2 matrix T with pattern P . Since there is no TP2-completion for T1, there is no
TP2-completion for T , and therefore, the pattern P is not TP2-completable. For this, it is enough to
show that the interior data lines of the corresponding pattern of the submatrix of T can be inserted
to T1 to form a partial TP2 matrix. This can be done by a applying a proof similar to the proof of
Lemma 4.5. 
Remark 4.14. Note that the "1-connected" hypothesis in Theorem 4.13 is necessary (but inconsequen-
tial) as a pattern with two unspecified entries that are surrounded is TP2-completable, but may not
enjoy the CC property.
Remark 4.15. The condition of being "bordered" in Theorem 4.13 can be reduced. Depending on the
positionof theunspecifiedentries, borderedononeside serves the samepurpose. Theproofof Theorem
4.13 shows this, as the desired 3-by-3 subpattern may be found under these lesser assumptions.
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